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Black Knot  (Dibotryon morbosum)

Black knot is a terminal fungus that only affects Prunus species of trees specifically  
Mayday and Schubert Choke Cherry trees here in Alberta. Amur Choke Cherry is in this
family but is typically Black Knot resistant and is uncommon for an Amur to contract it.
Black knot is spread by the wind because it's a spore.  Once Black knot (BK) settles into
a tree, it's there for the life of the tree.  Until the immune system of the tree can't 
fight it off anymore or improper pruning is done, and it  takes the life of the tree.  BK 
comes out of dormancy in April when humidity rises with a bit of warm air or we get a 
shower. Is active until late fall sometime, September into October, depending on the 
weather.  

The Rules: If you want to keep your tree for as long as possible you should follow 
pruning methods to the life cycle of BK and use the mechanics of transpirational pull 
of the tree.   1.  Never prune the tree with leaves on it.  Wait until the leaves start to 
drop off in the fall, mid Oct is optimal and to the end of November is best.  You can trim
before April 1st but fall time is best.  2.  Make pruning cut 12-16 inches before the knot
or the take off the whole branch if a black dot is noticed in the wood tissue after the 
first pruning cut.  3.  Proper pruning cuts must be made. This is so the tree can 
compartemantalize (heal) properly.  4.  Leave the tree thick and full, only removing 
branches for clearances, the knots and deadwood.  5.  Disinfect pruning tools after 
every cut if you trim in October or March. 6.  Dont' top the tree as a means to “control” 
Black knot, this kills the tree faster and brings on BK full force.

Why:  We can't predict what branch BK will make a bloom on next season. If you prune 
your tree and take branches off with no BK, then you end up pruning yourself out of a 
tree.  The more branches the tree has, the more branches it has to survive BK with 
therefore living as long as possible.  Always prune when the leaves are or mostly off 
because this means the tree isn't moving it's sap as fast, it is going dormant and so is 
BK.   The BK spores in the sap are removed at a crutial time, before the tree goes fully 
dormant and BK is not in the air to infect the fresh pruning cut.  Some science:   Trees 
are autonomous, they store energy in all it's locations it's made, not all is exported to 
the roots.  Using that information in stopping BK from being drawn toward the trunk is 
how you get the most years out of your tree.  Therefore, spreading it to the pruning 
cuts is significantly reduced or not spread at all .  Also,  you can see every knot better
so you are able to remove every one. I find late September to end of November are my 
favorite times to trim BK.  By December the tree is fully dormant, any knots still on 
the tree draws the BK spores into the sap pulling it down farther into the trunk and 
roots, moving the BK inward which reduces it's years.  The goal when pruning BK is to 
keep it out on the tips of the branches for as long as possible.  It's still wise to 
disinfect the pruning tool though just to be on the safe side, but you don't have to be 
meticulous with it.  If you prune the tree with leaves on, even if you disinfect the tool 
after every cut and follow proper pruning habits, BK is airborne and the pruning cuts 
make fresh entry points for it to get into the tree.  The only way to stop BK from 
getting into a fresh prune cut, while the tree is active, would be to immediately cover 
the cut with pure bees wax.
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Black Knot is not something we can stop, it's here and it's not going anywhere.  Are you 
harboring a diseased tree?  No, 99.9% of Mayday and Schubert trees in Alberta, 
Saskatchewan, Manitoba and the northern American States have BK.  Most cities and 
towns don't bother with it anymore because we can't eradicate it. To eradicate it every 
Mayday and Schubert in the Prairies would have to be removed and none planted for a 
few years.  Removing the knots is also half esthetics.  If you do nothing with your tree,
no pruning, no care, it can live decades.  It will become loaded in knots (this eventually
happens anyway even with yearly knot removal) once it produces so many knots that it 
becomes unreasonable to trim them all out, the tree will still live another 10-20 
years.  Choke cherry trees do very well with BK.  Think of it as if the tree has a life 
long cold to eventually die from pneumonia type thing.
 
But, if you follow these rules you can get more years out of your tree then by not 
following them.  How many years?  Depends on the tree. I've seen BK take a tree in 1 
year and I have a few I've been pruning for 10 and their still chiming on.  Most seem to 
live 5-15 years (ish), with BK. 

If your tree has a blister on a main stem or on the trunk don't panic, the tree isn't 
neessarily a removal.  Trees can live several years with a blister on the trunk or a 
main stem.  I will remove a stem if the knot is really close to the trunk or isn't a big 
part of the canopy.  I also recommend deep root fertilizing your tree every spring to 
help it fight BK from within and give it more years.  

In my opinion, what makes a tree with BK a removal?  A tree that has to be climbed for 
it's removal.  If your tree has targets (house, garage, etc) or is too big to drop 
branches in the yard and has to be cut into sections to land inside the areas used for 
its removal, then the tree needs to be safe for the climber.  Large blisters on the 
stems and trunks means there's dead patches, dead wood has no integrity and therefore
very dangerous to climb and put a person above it to work.  

In summary, if your tree has black knot and is a reasonable cost to prune it out every 
fall then it really does help the tree.  If your tree is loaded in knots and doesn't have 
to be climbed for removal, I tend to suggest leaving it until you can't stand looking and
the knots over winter anymore.  There is NO reason other than safety for the climber 
to remove a tree with Black knot.

I hope you find this information useful.  If you have any questions or need more advice 
please reach out to Di. 
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